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e
–
 p Elastic Scattering at Very High q

2

★At high q2 the Rosenbluth expression for elastic scattering becomes 

•From e– p elastic scattering, the proton magnetic form factor is

at high q2

•Due to the finite proton size, elastic scattering  
  at high q2 is unlikely and inelastic reactions  
  where the proton  breaks up dominate. 
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M.Breidenbach et al.,  
Phys. Rev. Lett. 23 (1969) 935
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*）标度不变性（“伸缩”不变性）
基于量纲分析，我们只能
⽐比较具有相同量纲的物理
量。 

深度⾮非弹散射过程(DIS)
的结构函数具有标度⽆无关
性，意味着结构函数都是
⽆无量纲的物理量的函数。 

这些⽆无量纲物理量要依赖
于具有量纲的物理量，因
此⽆无量纲物理量是有量纲
物理量的⽐比值或组合。 
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Kinematics of Inelastic Scattering
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•For inelastic scattering the mass of the final state  
   hadronic system is no longer the proton mass, M 
•The final state hadronic system must 
   contain at least one baryon which implies 
   the final state invariant mass MX > M 

★Define: 
Bjorken x (Lorentz Invariant)

where

•Here

inelastic elastichence

Note: in many text  
books W is often  
used in place of MX

✶ For inelastic scattering introduce four new kinematic variables:

Proton intact
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★Define: 
(Lorentz Invariant)

•In the Lab. Frame:

So y is the fractional  energy loss of the incoming particle

•In the C.o.M. Frame (neglecting the electron and proton masses):

★Finally Define: 
(Lorentz Invariant)

•In the Lab. Frame:
ν  is the energy lost by the incoming particle

for 
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Relationships between Kinematic Variables

•For a fixed centre-of-mass energy, it can then be shown that the four kinematic  
   variables

        are not independent.

•Can rewrite the new kinematic variables in terms of the squared  
   centre-of-mass energy, s,  for the electron-proton collision

•i.e. the scaling variables x and y can be expressed as 
Note the simple 
relationship between 
y and ν

and

•For a fixed centre of mass energy, the interaction kinematics are completely  
   defined by any two of the above kinematic variables   (except y and ν) 

•For elastic scattering                  there is only one independent variable. As we saw 
   previously if you measure electron scattering angle know everything else.

Neglect mass  
of electron

e– p
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Inelastic Scattering
Example: Scattering of 4.879 GeV electrons from protons at rest 
• Place detector at 10o  to beam and measure the energies of scattered e–  
• Kinematics fully determined from the electron energy and angle ! 
• e.g. for this energy and angle : the invariant mass of the final state 
   hadronic system

 Elastic Scattering

produce “excited states”  
of proton e.g.

 Inelastic Scattering

 Deep Inelastic Scattering

proton remains intact

 proton breaks up resulting 
 in a many particle final state 

DIS = large W
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Inelastic Cross Sections

•Elastic scattering falls of rapidly 
   with      due to the proton not being 
   point-like (i.e. form factors)

•Repeat experiments at different angles/beam energies and determine 
    q2 dependence of elastic and inelastic cross-sections

•Inelastic scattering cross sections 
  only weakly dependent on q2

•Deep Inelastic scattering cross sections 
  almost  independent of q2 !

Scattering from point-like 
objects within the proton !

M.Breidenbach et al.,  

Phys. Rev. Lett. 23 (1969) 935

i.e. “Form factor” ¦ 1
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★Recall: Elastic scattering
•Only one independent variable. In Lab. frame express differential cross  
  section in terms of the electron scattering angle (Rosenbluth formula) 

•In terms of the Lorentz invariant kinematic variables can express this differential 
   cross section in terms of Q2                              

Note:  here the energy of the scattered electron is determined by the angle. 

which can be written as: 

•For Deep Inelastic Scattering have two independent variables. Therefore 
    need a double differential cross section 

Elastic ¦Inelastic Scattering

★ Inelastic scattering
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★ It can be shown that the most general Lorentz Invariant expression  
    for e-p → e-X inelastic scattering (via a single exchanged photon is):

We will soon see how this connects to the quark model of the proton

c.f.     ELASTIC 
SCATTERING

  INELASTIC 
SCATTERING

• NOTE: The form factors have been replaced by the STRUCTURE FUNCTIONS  
and

    which are a function of x and Q2: can not be interpreted as the Fourier transforms   
    of the charge and magnetic moment distributions. We shall soon see that they  
    describe the momentum distribution of the quarks within the proton

(1)

Deep Inelastic Scattering 

★ In the limit of high energy (or more correctly                        ) eqn. (1) becomes:

(2)

结构函数
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• In the Lab. frame it is convenient to express the cross section in terms  of the  
    angle,     , and energy,      , of the scattered electron – experimentally well measured.

• In the Lab. frame, Equation (2) becomes:           

(3)

Electromagnetic Structure Function Pure Magnetic Structure Function

p
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θ

q pe–

jet

θ
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★To determine                   and                  for a given     and       need  
    measurements of the differential cross section at several different 
    scattering angles and incoming electron beam energies

Example: electron-proton scattering F2 vs. Q2 at fixed x

⬧ Experimentally it is observed that both      and        are (almost)  
   independent of        

Measuring the Structure Functions

J.T.Friedman + H.W.Kendall,

Ann. Rev. Nucl. Sci. 22 (1972) 203
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Bjorken Scaling and the Callan-Gross Relation
★The near (see later) independence of the structure functions on Q2 is 
    known as Bjorken Scaling, i.e.

★It is also observed that             and              
   are not independent but satisfy the  
   Callan-Gross relation   

•  As we shall soon see this is exactly what is 
   expected for scattering from spin-half quarks.

Note: if quarks were spin zero particles we would  
   expect the purely magnetic structure function to  
   be zero, i.e.

spin ½

spin 0

• It is strongly suggestive of scattering from point-like constituents 
   within the proton
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The Quark-Parton Model

•  Both Bjorken Scaling and the Callan-Gross relationship can be  
   explained by assuming that Deep Inelastic Scattering is dominated 
   by the scattering of a single virtual photon from point-like spin-half 
   constituents of the proton.  

•  Before quarks and gluons were generally accepted Feynman proposed 
   that the proton was made up of point-like constituents “partons” 

p
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q p
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Scattering from a proton 
with structure functions 

Scattering from a point-like 
quark within the proton

★ How do these two pictures of the interaction relate to each other?
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